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a b s t r a c t

It is the basic objective of a solid mixing process to avoid any segregation effects. Especially free flowing bulk
solids with weak interparticle adhesive forces tend to percolating segregation. Liquid addition, which is common
in mixing granulation processes, will usually reduce the particle segregation due to pendular liquid bridge net
works. However, liquid addition can result in a change of the segregation mechanism. For example: water may
accumulate selectively in one component when hydrophilic and hydrophobic solids need to be mixed.
Heteroagglomerates that consist mainly of one solid componentmay arise and degrade the final product quality.
In this work the Discrete Element Method (DEM) is applied to investigate mixing and segregation of moist par
ticulate solids in more detail. During particle collision liquid is transferred from one to the other contact partner
until the liquid is uniformly distributed in the bulk. The available liquid bridge models assume complete particle
wetting or neglect that themixing componentsmay differ in their contact angle.We developed the liquid contact
dispersion model further in order to realize partial particle wetting that includes drop formation on the particle
surface. A comparison between the common film model and the proposed model shows an improvement in
experimental validation when the partial particle wetting model is included in the DEM simulation. The assess
ment of these models is carried out by evaluating mixing efficiency and liquid distribution.
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1. Introduction

In high shear granulation [1] or tablet coating [2], liquid is often
atomized through nozzles and sprayed onto dry particles. To protect
the gastric mucosa from aggressive drugs or even for a delayed release
of active ingredients, the surface of solid pharmaceutical tablets is
often coated inmixing drums. The required tablet quality is significantly
influenced by the intra and inter uniformity of the coating. Intra uni
formity is the variation of the local layer thickness, while inter unifor
mity describes the variation of the coating composition between
different tablets. Simulations are becoming increasingly important in
order to investigate intra and inter uniformity and to optimize coating
or mixing processes. Usually, the evaluation of injection and process
control is carried out by post processing algorithms based on particle
positioning, orientation and residence time within the spray zone [3,4].

In pharmaceutical high shear granulation, a filling material like lac
tose and microcrystalline cellulose [5] has to be briefly dry mixed with
a low concentrated active ingredient in order to increase the particle
or granule size by subsequently adding a binder [6]. This improves the
processability, for example the filling of capsules. Not only the granule
size distribution, but also the distribution of liquid within the powder

is influenced by the operating parameters of the high shear mixer. The
granule size and the liquid distribution depend on the rate of liquid
addition, equally does the product movement behavior in the mixing
vessel and the size of the spraying zone [7]. In the case of uneven liquid
distribution, over or under humidified areas may arise in the mixing
components, which in turn may result in broad granule size distribu
tions and inhomogeneousagglomerates [8]. Inorder to improve theuni
formity of humidification, formulation or process variables have to be
adjusted experimentally. In case of a formulation change the fluid adhe
sion may be increased by maximizing surface tension, minimizing the
contact angle, or decreasingfluid viscosity. This is achieved, for example,
by changing the surfactant concentration in the binder or by coating
the powders with better wettingmaterials [9]. Upstream grindingmin
imizes surface roughness that improves thewetting of particulate solid.
A higher process temperature reduces fluid viscosity which contributes
to a better fluid distribution [10].

In analogy to solid mixing mechanisms, the liquid distribution is
affected by the mixing tool induced convective transport as well as by
mechanical contact dispersion [11]. The term 'contact dispersion'
defines interparticle transfer of liquid due to mechanical particle con
tacts. Dry particulate contacts can be calculated on the basis of the
Hertz model [12,13] and be simulated numerically with Newton's law
of motion (Discrete Element Method). However, the models for DEM
simulations of moist cohesive particle systems are still in the early
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stages. Mikami, Kamiya and Horio [14], Willett, Adams, Johnson and
Seville [15], Soulie, Cherblanc, El Youssoufi and Saix [16], Butt and
Kappl [17], Lian and Seville [18] and Schmelzle and Nirschl [19] devel
oped different liquid bridge models, that have in common that the liq
uid bridge is stable up to a critical particle separation distance at
which the bridge ruptures. Based on the numerical solution of the
Young Laplace equation mathematical expressions for the liquid bridge
force and rupture distance were derived for mono and polydisperse
material and materials with different wetting behaviors. As one of the
first, Shi and McCarthy [20] presented a thin film model in which the
liquid is distributed evenly on the particle surface. After the bridge rup
ture the liquid is redistributed on the contact partners according to a
parabolic bridge profile. Mani, Kadau and Herrmann [21] calculated
the shear induced liquid transport in undersaturated, monodisperse
particulate solids based on the thin film model explained with contin
uum mechanics. Mohan, Kloss, Khinast and Radl [11] compare four
models describing liquid transportwith variable liquid layer thicknesses
and flow rates for dynamic bridge filling within a shear field. In all the
mentioned works, the assumption is made that the liquid immediately
spreads over the entire particle surface. However, this assumption is
only justified for extremely well wetting materials with low contact
angles. In case of a less hydrophilic material wetted with water, a non
ideal liquid film is formed. Depending on the contact angle the size of
the droplet and the covered particle surface will be different.

In order to incorporate partial wetting in DEM Simulations, compre
hensivemodel extensions like local liquid storage on the particle surface
have to be carried out. Washino, Miyazaki, Tsuji and Tanaka [22] used a
discretizationmethod [23] to investigate the intra and inter uniformity
of the coating of monodisperse particles in a mixing drum. In this work
the same discretizationmethod is used to further develop liquid disper
sion in DEM simulations. Partial wetting and the formation of drops are
implemented,which should lead to physically improved liquid distribu
tions and higher accuracies in experimental validation.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Mixer and sampling

Experiments and simulations are carried out in a self made vertical
mixer (Fig. 1). The mixing vessel has a diameter of 112 mm resulting
in a maximum filling volume of approximately 0.7 l. During experi
ments the radial fixed sampling holes (Fig. 1 (left)) are masked and
not considered in the simulations. At the bottom of the mixing vessel
a three bladed mixing tool operates at different rotational speeds. The
experimental validation (Section 4.2) is carried out at 36 rpm.

The procedure for statistical evaluation of a mixture requires an
adequate sampling method (Fig. 2). This involves a minimum number
of particles in the sample, in order to detect a low concentrated additive
with a givenprobability in the sample volume. Theminimumnumber of
particles per sample can be estimated [24]. In our application the

following applies: with S=95% confidence level, the sample composi
tion does not deviate more than ys =7.5% from the target composition
if a particle number Z of at least
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appears in the sample. The limit factor z(S) depends on the selected con
fidence level. Due to the low number of particles (NP = 100,000) a
higher probability is not achievable in the context of validation.
Additionally the number of samplesNshas to be defined. If the empirical
variance s2 has a probability of S = 95% to be maximally 1.75 times
larger than the true variance σ2, the required number of samples Ns

=16 can be determined with the Chi square distribution χS
2:
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The values of the Chi square distribution χS
2 and the corresponding

degree of freedom f were taken from the textbook by Stieß and
Ripperger [25]. In addition to the sample size ZN, min and sample number
Ns, the location and frequency of samplingmust be defined aswell. For a
representative determination of themixing efficiency, the samples have
to be distributed randomly over the entire mixing vessel. This guaran
tees a holistically assessment of the batch and excludes any systematic
signs of segregation which would falsely suggest inferior product qual
ities. For this purpose, 16 sampling points were randomly distributed
over the entire mixture (Fig. 2a)). The positions were noted and then
applied for each sampling time. Depending on the sample position,
the rotation of the vessel cap (Fig. 2b)) and the insertion depth of the
sampler must be adjusted (Fig. 2c)). With this combination of random
and regular sampling, the holistic assessment of the batch is guaranteed
in both, experiment and simulation. Due to the high effort, the fre
quency of sampling is significantly lower in the experiment but never
theless high enough to eliminate systematic sample errors.

The sample compositions are determined by sieving and counting
analysis. If the sample composition qi is known, the relative standard de
viation RSD can be calculated as a mixing efficiency measure according
to:
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where qtarget =0.5 is the predefined number composition. Ideal homo
geneity cannot be reached because of randomparticlemotions occuring
in solid mixing processes. The best achievable quality of mixing is char
acterized by the stochasticmixture RSDz, which is function of the sample
size:

RSDZ qtarget 1−qtarget
� �1

Z
: ð2:4Þ

2.2. Materials

Monodisperse glass beads are used as a model product. The filling
fraction has a particle radius of approximately ri = 0.92 mm and is
transparent. The additive component is half as large as the filler (rj =
0.46 mm) and colored red. A different wetting behavior with water
arises from the red coating of the individual particles. The static contact
angles θ can be measured by microscope images of a liquid bridge
between two particles in contact (Fig. 3 (left)). For this purpose, the
toroidal approximation was adapted manually to three images
and evaluated using the intersection angles between particle and
liquid bridge (Fig. 3 (right)). The red particle shows a contact angle of

Fig. 1. The vertical mixer (left) and its CAD model (right) used for the experimental
validation and the simulation.



θj=67° and the transparent of θi =12.7°. It should be noted that for the
microscope images, only particles of the same particle size are used. This
guarantees the liquid bridge to be focused in one plane. In the experi
mental and numerical mixing process the red additive is two times
smaller than the filler.

2.3. DEM and liquid bridge model

The Discrete Element Method is a well developed method to inves
tigate the behavior of moving bulk materials and has been applied to a
lot of different particle based engineering processes. The method is
based on the idea of assuming all objects to be regular spheres [26]
with the mass mi, that are accelerated according to Newton's transla
tional and rotational equations (Eq. (2.5), (2.6)). Therein Ii represents

the moment of inertia, T
!

ij and T
!

ij;r are the acting torques resulting
from the tangential static and rolling friction. The translational velocity
u!i and rotational velocity ω!i of each sphere is obtained by integrating
Newton's equation over a short time step dt.
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In moist solids with pendular liquid bridge regime the forces acting

on each particle are composed of gravity mi g
!, contact forces F

!
cn;ij

and liquid bridge forces F
!

Bn;ij. The force arising from elastic particle con

tacts F
!

cn;ij is calculated according to the model by Tsuji, Tanaka and
Ishida [13], wherein the particle surface compression is represented
by a geometrical overlap. Thismodel is used in the commercial software

EDEM from DEM Solutions by default. When a small amount of liquid is
introduced in dry solids, pendular liquid bridges are formed between
the particles, which produce attractive liquid bridge forces due to
capillary pressure and surface tension. In this work the liquid bridge
force model proposed by Mikami, Kamiya and Horio [14] is used,
when a moist same particle contact or a moist particle wall contact
occurs. An own model [19] is applied in the case of particle particle
interaction of different materials.

Liquid bridges with constant volume are stable only up to a certain
rupture distance. Consequently, a criterion has to be used that charac
terizes the rupture distance, which depends on the particle properties
and the volume of the liquid bridge. The same applies to the transfer
ratio, which characterizes the amounts of liquid remaining with the
particles. In case of same sized particles with the same contact angles,
the liquid bridge volume will split 50 to 50. If there is a difference
in particle size, more liquid will remain on the larger particle,
unless the wetting properties are significantly better on the smaller
particle. Consequently, both rupture distance and transfer ratio are
functions of the liquid bridge volume, the contact angles and the particle
size ratio. The corresponding equations for calculating the liquid bridge
force, the rupture distance and the transfer ratio can be found in [14,19].

Viscous forces were neglected, as we focused on the effect of partial
wetting and liquid contact dispersion of water. The capillary number Ca
relates the viscous forces to surface tension forces and is small enough
(Ca = 0.009) to legitimate this assumption. The material parameters
used to simulate the glass beads (shown in Section 2.2) are listed in
Table 1. More detailed information on the contact model used in this
work can be found in [19].

2.4. Micro X ray computer tomography

Micro X Ray computer tomography was used to analyze the water
distribution qualitatively. The used microscope XRadia 520 Versa

Fig. 2. a): CADmixermodel that illustrates sampling positions. b): A photography of themixing vessel cap that shows the variable sampling positions in the experiment. c): A photography
of the sampler in open and closed position.

Fig. 3. left: Microscopic image (Leica Wild M3C) of a transparent and color-coated SiO2 particle with a size of ri = 0.92 mm. Right: Image analysis of the different static contact angles
obtained from the microscopic image on the left.



(Zeiss, Germany) consists of a tungsten x ray source and a detector unit.
The horizontal position of both units can be adjusted to achieve differ
ent geometrical magnifications. In between those units is the sample
stage, which rotates the sample through 360°. During this rotation
typically between 1601 and 2401 x ray images are taken. Afterwards a
3D representation of the sample is reconstructed from the x ray images
at different angles. Since the likelihood that a material absorbs X ray
quanta depends on its electron density, the final output volume is a
grayscale image, with different levels of gray representing different
materials or electron densities. It should be noted that other effects
like, for instance, beam hardening may also influence the gray levels.
Therefore, it is necessary that the contrast between the materials to be
separated is large enough.

One sample of filler, additive andwater, containing amidotrizoate as
a contrast agent was prepared andmixed at its best by hand. The tested
sample has 3.2%mass ofwater related to the total particlemass and thus
a calculated saturation level of approximately 10.2%. The mixture was
then filled into a polyimide tube. Sealing the polyimide tube with
resin and sticking the tube to the sample holder is necessary to avoid
evaporation of water and particle motion during the measurement.

3. Modelling partial wetting

3.1. Fibonacci Lattice method (Fib. Lat.)

A discretization of the particle surface is introduced in order to
realize partial particle wetting in the Discrete Element Method. The
Fibonacci Lattice method according to González (2010) allows an
almost uniform subdivision of individual Lattice points, in which infor
mation can be stored and resolved spatially. Using the inverse of the
golden ratio Φ−1 = 0.618 Swinbank and James Purser [27] show how
an odd natural number of Fibonacci Lattice points N′ is distributed
evenly on a spherical surface (Fig. 4). By crossing opposing Fermat spi
rals in the golden angle 360°Φ−2 ≅ 137.5°, the longitudinal lonk and lat
itudinal coordinate latk are calculated:

N0 2N þ 1; ð3:1Þ

latk arcsin
2k
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where k is an integer from−N toN. The discretizationmethod forN′
= 1001 Fibonacci Lattice points is shown as an example in Fig. 4. In

contrast to the equiangular lattice [28] there are no inhomogeneous
accumulations of points at the poles. By definition, the distribution of
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Apart from the starting point, each Fibonacci Lattice point has a
point symmetric opposite with an opposite sign in the longitudinal
and latitudinal angles. This results in a non center symmetric distribu
tion, which probably represents the best possible homogeneity in the
distances between the individual points [23]. As demonstrated in a
Voronoi diagram by Keinert et al. (2015), the distribution of points is
particularly incongruent around the starting point (k= 0). Applied to
the modelling of partial wetting, this means that the area around the
pole has the most inhomogeneous distribution of the points and there
fore has to be treated critically. However, the homogeneity of the distri
bution increases with the number of Fibonacci points. In case of
infinitely many points an ideally perfect distribution could be achieved.
The discretized points are used to store the amount of liquid locally on
the particle surface.

3.2. Orientation and bridge formation

If the number of the Fib. Lat. points is defined, the coordinates can be
calculated according to Eqs. (3.1) (3.3) and be stored in a look up table.
As the particles follownot only the translational but the rotational equa
tion of motion (2.6) as well, the initialized Fib. Lat. point coordinates
change in each time step. The points rotate around the original coordi
nate system, which is described by the Eulerian rotation matrix Q:

Q BCD: ð3:4Þ

Table 1
Material properties used in the simulations.

Properties Value Unit

filler particle ri 0.92 [mm]
additive particle rj 0.46 [mm]
static contact angle of filler particle θi 0 and 12.7 [°]
static contact angle of additive particle θj ≈60 67 [°]
particle density ρP 2500 [kg/m3]
wall density ρsteel 7800 [kg/m3]
Shear modulus Gp of particles 216 [MPa]
Shear modulus Gsteel of steel (mixer) 8000 [MPa]
Coefficient of restitution ep, particle to particle 0.6 [ ]
Coefficient of restitution esteel, particle to wall 0.7 [ ]
Poisson's ratio of particles vP, 0.25 [ ]
Poisson's ratio of steel vsteel, 0.3 [ ]
Static friction of particles on glass μs, p 0.5 [ ]
Static friction of particles on steel μs, steel 0.32 [ ]
Rolling friction of particles on glass μr, p 0.005 [ ]
Rolling friction of particles on steel μr, steel 0.02 [ ]
Surface tension of water at 20 °C 72.8 mN/m
density of water ρl, 1000 [kg/m3]

Fig. 4. Particle surface discretized with N′= 1001 Fibonacci-Lattice points described by
longitudinal as well as latitudinal angles.



with the rotation matrices D, C
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and B (Fig. 5)
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The rotation around the x, y and z axes is represented by the three
angles α, γ and δ. Multiplication with the rotation matrix

P
!

k;new Q P
!

k ð3:7Þ

leads to the new coordinates of the point P
!

k;new . The corresponding
point coordinates with respect to the coordinate system of the mixer
must be calculated in each time step. A partial wet particle surface is
represented, if a liquid quantity is stored in a Fib. Lat. point. A dry
surface point is characterized by a value of zero.

When two particles are in physical contact (Fig. 6), a liquid bridge is
formed. The liquid bridge volume is calculated according to the spheri
cal cap model by tangential line design [20]. The Fib. Lat. points within
the blue spherical cap (Fig. 6) will contribute to the liquid bridge
volume. For example, the amount of liquid saved in the green point
contributes to the liquid bridge, while the amount of liquid saved in
red point represents free surface liquid and is still available for an addi
tional liquid bridge on the big particle. If the two particles exceed the

liquid bridge rupture distance, the liquid will split, redistribute and
form a drop adhering on the particle.

3.3. Drop modelling

The presented Fib. Lat. discretization offers not only the possibility
to save liquid quantities locally, but also to model the drop adhesion.
The amount of liquid remaining with the single particle will result
from the size and contact angle dependent transfer ratios [19,20].
Depending on the wetting properties and the amount of liquid a differ
ent shape of drop arises. This subchapter aims to develop an efficient
method by which the liquid can be distributed to the Fib. Lat. points
in terms of drop representation. For this purpose, the drop is approxi
mated by means of a constant radius of curvature rt. In analogy to the
used liquid bridge models [14,19], the weight of the liquid does
not influence the curvature of the drop. If the radius of the particle
is ri, the radius of the drop is rt, and the height of the caps are hi
and ht, the volume of a spherical drop vt will be obtained by subtrac
ting the spherical cap of the particle vki from the spherical cap of the
drop vkt:

vt vkt−vki
h2t π
3

3rt−htð Þ−h2i π
3

3ri−hið Þ: ð3:8Þ

Both spherical caps are linked by the spherical cap radius a (Fig. 7).

hi ri− r2i −a2
q

ht rt− r2t −a2
q

9=
;↪ r2i − ri−hið Þ2

q
a r2t − rt−htð Þ2

q
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The cap heights and the drop radius vary depending on the wetting
angle θi and the drop volume. Both, contact angle and drop volume are
known in each contact in theDEM simulation. Accordingly, the determi
nation of the radius a and the position of the three phase boundary line

Fig. 5. Euler angles to describe a body-fixed coordinate system.

Fig. 6. Spherical capmodel proposed by Shi andMcCarthy [20]. The liquidwithin the spherical cap (blue region)will contribute to the liquid bridge volume. The liquid content saved in the
green point is part of the liquid bridge volume, while the red point represents free surface liquid. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)



should be donewith a simple arithmetic operation. The contact angle is
defined by the gradients of the particle and the drop at the three phase
contact line.

tan θið Þ dyi xð Þ=dx−dyt xð Þ=dx
1þdyi xð Þ=dx∙dyt xð Þ=dx
����
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q
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Because of the algebraic and trigonometric functions in Eqs. (3.8)
(3.10), no analytical solution can be found in order to calculate the
dimensionless cap radius a/ri depending on the dimensionless drop vol
ume vt/vi:

The numerically determined relationship is shown double logarith
mic in Fig. 8 (left). For very small drop volumes, the cap height hi is
very little so that the drop adhering to the particle corresponds to the
case of flat wall adhesion. This results in a linear increase over a wide
range of the dimensionless volume. With larger contact angles, smaller
cap radii are observed at a constant volume. With larger drop volumes,
the slope decreases progressively to the limit at (a/ri)max =1. A maxi
mum saturation of 13% is used in the mixing processes (compare chap
ter 4), which results in no larger drops than that limit. The bending of
the curves in Fig. 8 (left) is due to the fact that the curvature of the par
ticle scales cubically with increasing drop volume. Because of the high

numerical effort an approximation (3.11) is derived and itsmean square
error MSE (Eq. (3.12)) is shown in Fig. 8 (right):
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While the range of very small dimensionless volumes iswell approx
imated, deviations can be observed for larger volumes. Since the
maximum error is 12% in absolute deviation, the approximation is suffi
ciently accurate. It should be noted that this error only affects the shape
of the drop a little. The liquid quantities will be unaffected in the
simulations.

If the dimensionless spherical cap radius a is known, all other
geometric variables in Fig. 7 can be calculated. In the next step the
Fib. Lat. points that are shaping the drop have to be determined. As an
example, the green point in Fig. 7 (right) is within the wetted particle
surface, the red dot is outside. The comparison of the orthodromes be
tween the Fib. Lat. point and the contact point (blue point in Fig. 7
(right)) bk, lat with the arc length of the wetted surface bc, ij results in
the information whether the point participates in the drop or not. This

Fig. 7. left: Schematic representation of a drop with the corresponding geometric dimensions. Right: Geometric dimensions that are used to calculate the liquid contents that are saved
according to the drop form.

Fig. 8. left: The cap radius a in relation to the particle radius ri is a function of the ratio between the drop vt and the particle volume vi, shown for differentwetting angles θi. Right: Depiction
of the mean square error MSE of the numerical solution and the approximation (see Eq. (3.15)).



behaviour can be calculated by trigonometric functions and the normal
vectors of the Fib. Lat. points n!f k;orient and the contact point n!cpij

bk;lat ri arctan
n!cpij � n!f k;orient

��� ���
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ð3:13Þ
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Not every Fib. Lat point participating in the drop receives the same
amount of liquid. The position of the drop center h0 is used to redistrib
ute the liquid by means of the drop shape. The larger the distance
between the participating Fib. Lat. point and the drop surface ct(δ),
the more liquid will be saved in the lattice point (Fig. 7 (right)). The
opening angle δ between contact point and lattice point varies accord
ing to the point position

ct δð Þ
ri

cos δð Þh0
ri

−1� 1
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q
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After calculating the distances of the individual points to the particle
surface, the drop volume vt is proportionately distributed according to a
linear weighting

vLattice;i vt
ctPN0
l 0 ct;l

; ð3:16Þ

where the sum over ct describes the total distance of all participating
points in the drop. The algorithm of drop formation is explained using
an example.

3.4. Example of drop model

The dropmodelling is exemplified by a drop to particle volume ratio
of vt/vp =0.43% (Fig. 9). This ratio represents an above average transfer
volume within the framework of the numerical investigations. In Fig. 9
(right), a drop that is forming after bridge rupture is illustrated as a
function of Fib. Lat. point numberN′. The number of points participating
in the drop Ndrop′ increases with a higher number of Fib. Lat. points and
thus improves the resolution of the drop simultaneously. As shown in
Fig. 9 on the left, this is a function of the contact angle and the drop
volume. A better wetting of the particle follows from lower contact
angles, resulting in more Fib. Lat. points in the wetted part of the parti
cle surface. Physical accuracy is expected to increasewith a higher num
ber of Fib. Lat. points. As the computational effort riseswith the number
of Fib. Lat. points enormously, the accuracy and simulation duration are
complementary to each other. The number of Fib. Lat. points must be
selected individually, depending on the absolute number of particles,
the amount of liquid and the tolerable simulation duration.

4. Results

As the computation time increases with the number of Fib. Lat.
points, it has to be evaluated how the number of points influences the
mixing process. Therefore, as a first step, the number of points is
discussed in a mixing drum with reduced particle number NP =2000.
Subsequently, a comparison of the models is shown on the basis of
experimentally determined mixing efficiencies and the liquid distribu
tion in the vertical mixer.

4.1. Study on the number of points in a small mixing drum

The drum rotating horizontally in the thrust regime (FroudeNumber
=0.01) is considered as an exemplary mixing process. The number of

Fig. 9. left: The number of Fib.-Lat. points participating in the drop N'drop as a function of the amount of liquid (vt/vp) and the contact angle of the particle θi at different total Fib.-Lat.
numbers N′. Right: representation of drop modelling (Eqs. (3.8)–(3.16)) using a contact angle of θi = 60° and a liquid ratio of vt/vp = 0.43% with different numbers of the Fib.-Lat.
points N’ on the surface. The blue points represent wetted Fib.-Lat. points.

Fig. 10. 3Dvisualization of an examplarymixing drumwith reduced particle number. Left: empty geometry.Middle: initial state after filling. Right:final state after 10 s ofmixing of dry and
wet particles.



red and gray particles is set toNP, i orj=1000. The usedmaterial param
eters are shown in Table 1. Accordingly, water wets gray (Fig. 10) parti
cles much better than red particles. In analogy to the previous
investigations [19], the additive is dry in the initial statewhile each filler
particle has allocated a water content of 5 wt. % of the particle mass.
In this state (Fig. 10 middle) the total amount of liquid is perfectly dis
tributed throughout the fillermaterial. 10 s of simulation time is consid
ered to be sufficient.

The occupancy rate aj is defined as the quotient between the occu
pied Nj, occupied′ and all available Fib. Lat. points N′ averaged over all
fine particles NP, j:

aj

PNP; j

k 1 N0
j;occupied

� �
kPNP j

k 1 N0� 	
k

1
NP; j

XNP; j

k 1

N0
j;occupied

N0

 !
k

: ð4:1Þ

Because of idealwetting the occupancy rate of the fillermaterial will
remain constant ai =1 duringmixing. In case of ideal wetting (θi =0°)
it is a correct approach to apply the film model. Clear differences
between the twomodels are observed, when comparing the occupancy
rate of the additive component aj (Fig. 11). In the film model only one
point per particle N′=1 is used to save a liquid quantity which repre
sents a thin liquid film covering the whole particle. Hence, the film

model leads to the assumption that particles are either completely dry
or completely and ideally wet. As a result of the filling, very few
additive particles are initially dry in the film model. With the start of
the rotation and a first slippage of thematerial, the original red dry par
ticles suddenly absorb liquid. From this point on (approximately at tM/
tmax = 0.1) all particles are wet, indicated by an average occupancy
rate of aj = 100%. However liquid transfer is not completed at this
time of mixing.

The information on partial particle wetting is given in the new
model only. At the end of mixing the majority of the particle surface
remains dry. The number of points per particle does not influence the
occupancy rate,when it is selectedhigher thanN′=151. A similar inde
pendence of N′ is observed, when discussing the transferred mass spe
cific fraction yw; j:

yw; j
mw; j

mw;ij

mw; j

mw;i þmw; j
; ð4:2Þ

wheremw; j is the absolute amount of water on the fine component j and
mw;ij is the total amount of water in the mixer. Regardless of the num
ber of points, more and more water is transferred to the originally dry
particle (Fig. 12 (left)). The film model is aiming for a steady end
value while higher mass fractions can be seen in the Fib. Lat. model.
Due to low mixing intensity within the drum and high particle wall
adhesion, the film model does not reach the balanced state in the
selected mixing time. A balanced state is reached when no further liq
uid exchange takes place. In the new model a balanced state cannot

Fig. 11. left: Occupancy rate aj as a function of the dimensionless mixing time tM/tMax. Right: Exemplary illustration of completely (described by the film model) and of partially wetted
particles at the end of mixing, depending on the number of Fib.-Lat. points N’.

Fig. 12.Mass-specific fractionyw; j that is transferred from thefiller to the additive particles
as a function of the dimensionless mixing time at a variable number of points N’.

Fig. 13. left: 3D visualization of themixing vesselwithwet and dry particles still seperated
at the initial state. Right: 3D visualization of the final state.

–



be found due to locally distributed liquid content storage. Most of the
liquid saved in the points contribute to liquid bridges. Only a few points
represent drops in a no particle contact region. This is assessed to be a
more realistic state, because the liquid is repeatedly redistributed by
particle mixing and contact dispersion.

In summary, the parameter study shows that the occupancy rate and
the transferred masses are hardly changed with the number of points.
By contrast, the model related differences between complete and
partial wetting are significantly larger. Based on these findings, it can
be concluded that themodel accuracy improves as the number of points
increases, but the associated increasing computational effort is not
justified. Therefore, a memory point number of N′= 75 is used in the
following simulation.

4.2. Vertical mixer

4.2.1. Mixing efficiency
The validation of themodel is performedwith the glass beads, water

and themixer shown in chapter 2. In both, simulations and experiment,
the loading of the filling material is set to Xw, i = 5% in weight and
approximately 50.000 particles were used in each fraction (Fig. 13).
The same sample positions were selected in the simulation as well as
in the experiment (Fig. 2). The contact angle of the additive component
was set to θj = 60° as measured approximately in the experiment
(Fig. 3), while perfect wetting on the filler material was assumed in
the simulation θi = 0°. Here, we accept a small deviation from the
experimental data (θi = 13° and θj = 67°), in order to use the film
model on the filler material in the following simulation. It must also
be noted that the experimental contact angle measurement is strongly
influenced by the manual image evaluation in Fig. 3. Nevertheless, the

contact angle difference Δθ = θj − θi is approximately the same in
both, simulation and experiment.

Comparing the mixing efficiencies in Fig. 14 (left) one can observe a
faster decrease in the RSD of the Fib. Lat. model. This indicates a higher
dispersive particle mobility which is due to the higher number of dry
particle contacts. In both,film and Fib. Lat. model, the percolating segre
gation is not completely repealed, as indicated by the accumulation of
red particles at the bottom of the vessel (Fig. 13 (right) and Fig. 15).
The dispersive mobility is in turn counteracted by a likewise higher
selective transport in the direction of the mixing vessel bottom. The
cohesive forces partially improve the homogeneity while percolating
segregation is reduced a little. As a result of percolation the stochastic
homogeneity RSDZ cannot be achieved at 36 rpm within a simulation
time of tM =20 s.

The calculation of the mean square deviation MSD is used to com
pare the two different models with the experimental results.

MSD
1
N

XN
k i

RSDsimulation−RSDexperiment
� 	2

; ð4:3Þ

The mean square deviation MSD reduces from approx. 0.9% to
approx. 0.7% when implementing the Fib. Lat. model. Consequently
the implementation of partial wetting is a physical model improvement
in terms of mixing efficiency, but simultaneously causes 100 times
larger simulation times.

4.2.2. Liquid distribution
The relative density distribution of the liquid (Fig. 16) and themean

particle loading within the samples (Fig. 18) is discussed in addition to
the mixing efficiencies. The relative density distribution qr(Xw, j) of the
particle loading in the additive fraction is shown at three different
times (tM/tmax = 0, 0.5 and 1) in Fig. 16. In the beginning most of the
particles are dry, which is indicated by Xw, j = 0%. Only a few original
dry particles absorb some liquid while filling. At a mixing time of 10s
all particles of the coarse and fine material reach the same final value
in the film model (Fig. 16 (left)). In contrast to that a unimodal liquid
distribution is reached in the Fib. Lat. model (Fig. 16 (right)).

This represents amethodological improvement, as it is substantiated
by the qualitative comparison to Micro X Ray Computer Tomography
(μCT) recordings (Fig. 17). In analogy to the simulation results, a liquid
bridge is formed in almost every contact point. In contrast to the simu
lations, however, the particles do not have a homogeneous liquid film
on the surface. This means that most of the fluid is bound directly in
the bridges and hardly any surface fluid can be detected. On the one
hand the three dimensional representation of the entire liquid
within the sample shows partially saturated areas, which cannot be

Fig. 14. left: Comparison betweenfilm and the Fib.-Lat. model in terms of themixing efficiencies RSD at 36 rpm. Right:Mean square deviationMSD of themodels to the experimental data.

Fig. 15. 3D visualization of the bottom of the vessel at the end of mixing. Left: filmmodel.
Right: Fib.-Lat. model.



detected by either the film model nor the Fib. Lat. model. Both simula
tion models describe the liquid bridge regime. On the other hand, a
qualitative spatial liquid distribution is shown in the evaluated sample
section. This is reflected much better by the Fib. Lat. than the film
model.

In the experimental evaluation of the mixing process it is neces
sary to dry the samples before sieving. Therefore it is possible to
determine the mass of water in the samples by difference formation.
In Fig. 18 the averaged particle load XðsamplesÞw;ij is shown as a func
tion of the dimensionless mixing time. According to the film an ideal
liquid distribution is reached in the samples when the average particle
load decreases from 5% to 4.44%. In both, the experiment and the two
simulations this final state is reached. Especially the experimental data
have to be discussed critically. The experimentally observed fluctua
tion is indicative for a broad liquid distribution in the solids. At the
same time, it cannot be quantified how the sampler and the analytical
method influence the liquid fluctuation. There is much more particle
mass in each sample volume than mass of water. Consequently, a
higher error in liquid weighing occurs. As both models do not describe
the experimental behavior well, one might assume a percolating effect
of water. A local temperature increase additionally occurs as a result
of the mechanical energy input and the resulting particle particle

Fig. 16. Relative density distribution qr(Xw, j) of the particle loadings in the additive material at different points in mixing time tM/tmax. Left: film model. Right: Fib.-Lat. model.

Fig. 17. 3D recordings from ZEISS XRadia Versa 520 (μCT - micro computer tomography) of a sample. The display of the liquid increases from left to right (yellow color), while particle
representation disappears. The entire sample is shown in the upper row, a section with higher resolution is depicted in the lower line. Two different resolutions are displayed to
improve the clarity and understanding. (For interpretation of the color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 18. Averaged particle loadingwithin the samples as a function of themixing time. The
error bars represent the standard deviation of 16 samples.



and particle wall friction, which lead to evaporation of the water.
Experimentally, however, the thermal effects at low speed and short
mixing time do not seem to have a significant influence. The local
accumulation of liquid on the bottom of the mixing vessel bottom
may be an effect that is not covered yet in the simulations. For this
purpose, further work is planned in order to completely dissolve the
liquid phase by means of coupled Discrete Element Method and
Volume of Fluid methods.

5. Conclusion

In summary, the newmethod including partial wetting represents a
model improvement due to higher validation accuracy. Disadvantages
are the computationally intensive costs, so that parameter studies
with regard to the number of Fib. Lat. points can only be carried out
within an exemplary mixing drum with reduced particle number.
Detailed variations of the operating parameters in the pharmaceutical
mixer remain open. The partially dry contact points of the additive
particles in the newmodel show amore pronounced percolating segre
gation mechanism than in the film model. This observation coincides
with the experimental mixing efficiency. The μCT images used to assess
liquid distribution qualitatively underpin the improved accuracy of the
new model, although dynamic wetting [29] or even fluid flows [30]
are not yet considered. For ongoing work, the Fib. Lat. points could be
used to implement roughness distribution on the particle surface to
represent non smooth spherical particles.
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